
INTELLIGENT 351 

Chapter 351 - 351: Going Aboard 

"What does your dean want from you, Sister Yu Qi?" Zhu Xiao Ling asked. 

Vice-Captain Jung Xi Wan had probably told others about that. 

"It is just about my study." Yu Qi made a lie. 

Yu Qi did not do lie for the sake of Yi Su Ran. She was giving a face to Mr. Yi Dang Kui. If this spread, Mr 

Yi Dang Kui might lose his face. 

"I see." Zhu Xiao Ling believed it. 

However, Vice Captain Jung Xi Wan looked at Yu Qi with a smile. It was the same as Captain Heng Ru 

Yen. They did not believe it. But they did not push Yu Qi, to tell the truth. 

After finishing the club training, Yu Qi went to the cafe to buy dinner for three of them. She entered the 

space with Aoi. 

She gave the food to her little cuties and went straight towards her room and opened the computer. It 

had been a while since she looked up the information for Wei Zhu Feng, the minister of tourism. She 

opened the call-recording that had recorded all the calls that Wei Zhu Feng had. 

From one of the call recordings, she got some interesting information. Wei Zhu Feng had a nephew 

named Wei Hai Jing. He was a student at Hanwei University. When she searched for his profile, she 

seemed to recognize the man. 

He was a man that Feng Yue admired and then gave up because the man got his own girlfriend. And the 

most interesting fact was Wei Hai Jing had also purchased the white powder as well. So, the white 

powder at the shooting competition probably was from his hand. 

She dug more information about Wei Hai Jing and found out about his girlfriend who was Ling Zhu Yao, 

granddaughter of Ling Man. The distant relative of the Tang Family who wanted her to marry one of the 

sons of the Tang Family. 

This was getting more and more interesting. Yu Qi was very satisfied with this discovery. 

"Master, you need to eat." Bo Ya came and reminded Yu Qi. 

"Okay, my dear. I will eat." Yu Qi patted Aoi's head She closed the computer and went to eat. 

After that, she completed her daily routine. Learning, and training. 

..... 

"Sigh, my name is not chosen." So Pang Lim sighed when seeing her name was not on the list of students 

who were going to the medical conference at FangHai Nation. 

Their faculty used to hold a contest to select the two students from the medical batch of each year to 

attend the medical conference that was about to start on the next month. One student had to send his 

or her essay about the understanding of the topic that she or he had chosen. 



"Only Yu Qi and Na An are on the list. Oh, my... I feel very jealous of you." So Pang Lim glared to Yu Qi 

and Na An. 

"This list indicates the top students in each year. You need to study hard then." Yun Xiao said to So Pang 

Lim. 

"Congrats to Yu Qi and Na An. It is a three day trip, right?" Song Ha Ting asked for confirmation. 

"Yeah. I'm jealous. It is going to be fun." So Pang Lim once again expressed her feeling. 

"Miss Song, are you jealous because they are going to a conference or just because they are going on a 

trip?" Mei Lilli glanced at So Pang Lim. 

So Pang Lim did not answer the question. She just smiled at them. 

"So, Yu Qi, what was your topic?" Yun Xiao asked. 

"The roles of traditional Chinese medicine in treating coronary heart disease." Yu Qi answered. 

"It is interesting." Yun Xiao nodded. 

"Yu Qi really likes the herbs." Song Ha Ting commented. 

"Then, what about Na An?" Mei Lilli turned to Ding Na An. 

"I write about one of the eye diseases that caused legal blindness which is retinitis pigmentosa." Ding Na 

An explained. 

"Impressive. Anyway, congrats to you two. However, please don't forget to buy souvenirs for us." So 

Pang Lim gave a smile. 

... 

Yu Qi told her family about the conference. Her uncles said it was good for her, so, she better went and 

made the benefit of this conference. Her aunties in another case, they were very worried about her 

safety. After all, 

it was in another nation. 

The funny thing, when her brother, Tang Jin Wei heard about it, he was very jealous. He said he wanted 

to go too. The women in the FangHai Nation were very beautiful. His playboy disease appeared. So, he 

decided to apply for leave to take a vacation in FangHai Nation. Her uncle, Tang Jung Weng did not 

approve his application for leave. 

When Yu Qi heard about it, she laughed. As for Aoi, Yu Qi had already asked the management about 

bringing her dog, the management did not permit her to bring the pet since the hotel room that they 

booked did not allow the customer to bring the pet. 

Her friends especially Song Ha Ting told her to leave Aoi under their care. However, Aoi insisted to 

follow her so, she told the management that she would be booking another room that allowed Yu Qi to 

bring in Aoi with her. 



There were 8 students that would be going to the conference. Plus four lecturers. This is the first time 

she went aboard since her reborn. Yu Qi did go aboard several times in her previous life due to her 

business. But, she was kind of excited. 

Chapter 352 - 352: Meeting with Qin Xia 

They were on board for about 12 hours. They departed from the airport on 12 in the midnight. They 

were about to land at the airport now. 

When the plane had landed, Ding Na An looked very relieved. She was very embarrassed when she 

found that Yu Qi was looking at her. 

"It was my first time boarding a plane. I was a little bit scared." Ding Na An explained while scratching 

her blushed cheek. 

"I understand. It was my first time too." Yu Qi nodded. "Let's go. Others are waiting for us." 

They quickly gathered back with their group. They took a bus to go to the hotel. They arrived at the 

hotel. When the lecturers went to the receptionist to get the key for the rooms they had to stay in, a girl 

from the third year student's group came and talked to Yu Qi. 

"Tang Yu Qi, how can you bring your dog here? Who will take care of your dog while we will be 

attending the conference?" The girl asked. 

Yu Qi remembered this girl's name. It was An Shu Lin. "Senior An, you don't need to worry about him." 

Yu Qi smiled. 

"I see. Okay, then." An Shu Lin nodded. 

"Tang Yu Qi, you have to take your own key room since you booked the room on your own." One of the 

lecturers said to Yu Qi. 

"Why do you book another room? Do you don't satisfies with the room that our faculty booked since it 

is small?" Another lecturer asked. 

"No, Sir. Actually, the room that our faculty booked doesn't allow the pet. So, I booked another one." Yu 

Qi answered. 

"But the cost..." The lecturer whispered and hesitated to finish the sentence. 

"You don't have to worry about that, Sir. I will use my own money." Yu Qi also answered in a whisper. 

They checked in to their rooms. The conference would be started tomorrow. Yu Qi did not have a jet lag. 

So, she went out to walk around with Aoi. Hearing they would be walking, Aoi jumped excitedly because 

he was so bored. 

Yu Qi informed Ding Na An and one of the lecturers in case they were looking for her. She walked 

around. Yu Qi did feel different here compare to Binhai. 

"What a coincidence." Someone said to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi turned to the source of the voice. She also surprised to see this person here. 



"Hi, Miss Tang." Qin Xia smiled while greeted Yu Qi. 

"Oh, Mr Qin. Yeah, what a coincidence." Yu Qi said. 

"What are you doing here? Walking alone like this." Qin Xia asked. 

"Oh, I will attend the medical conference here." Yu Qi explained. 

"I see." Qin Xia nodded. 

"How about you, Mr Qin?" Yu Qi asked Qin Xia back. 

"I am here to attend the medical conference too. Probably the same event as you." Qin Xia answered. 

"How about we talk while relaxing in the coffee shop?" Qin Xia pointed to the shop across them. 

"Sure, why not?" Yu Qi said. 

They walked toward the coffee shop. The shop had two sections. Outdoor and indoor. Since Yu Qi had 

Aoi with her, she chose to sit in the outdoor section. Once they sat in their chair, other customers 

glanced at them. Men looked at Yu Qi. While the women looked at Qin Xia. Qin Xia was indeed an eye 

candy but he lost to Long Hui. They ignored others and went to the table. 

The waitress came and took their order. Since Yu Qi was not hungry yet, she just ordered ice lemon tea 

for her and some snacks to Aoi. Qin Xia ordered a cup of black coffee. 

"Mr Qin is a businessman. I don't expect you will attend this kind of conference." Yu Qi casually said 

that. 

"Well, as a businessman, I'm currently looking for another market that I could invest in." Qin Xia smiled. 

"I see. Medical technology is the market that worth investing in. I'm sure you will not regret this." Yu Qi 

supported Qin Xia to invest in medical technology. It would help a lot of people in the future. 

"So, why are you attending this conference?" Qin Xia asked even though he already knew about it. 

"I'm a medical student. It is worth attending this kind of conference. It will broaden my knowledge." Yu 

Qi answered Qin Xia's question. 

"Alone?" Qin Xia asked again. 

"Of course not. I'm with a group of eight students and four lecturers. 

The waitress came and delivered their order. The one who most happy was Aoi. He gulped the amount 

of food with a happy heart. 

Yu Qi looked at Aoi. This dog was totally unguarded when she with Qin Xia unlike when the first time 

they met Qin Xia. 

'Aoi, do you feel weird when sitting with Qin Xia like the first time we met him?' Yu Qi asked via 

telepathy to Aoi that currently bites down his snack. 

'No.' Aoi nodded. 



Yu Qi looked at Qin Xia that elegantly lifted his cup and drank it. Even though Aoi did not feel anything 

anymore from Qin Xia. Still, she guarded herself. She did not want anything bad to happen. 

The other women kept looking at Qin Xia. They imagined Qin Xia was a prince of some nation. From 

what they could hear, the girl in front of him was just his acquaintance that he met on the way. Meaning 

they were not in the relationship. 

Yu Qi chuckled when she saw some of the girls' faces. She could conclude what was in their minds. 

When Qin Xia saw this, his eyes became more gentle. His Yue was still the same. Even she had a 

different body. Her soul did not change even gone through many reincarnations. 

Chapter 353 - 353: The Medical Conference. 

"What are you laughing about?" Qin Xia asked when he saw Yu Qi chuckled. 

"Oh, it is nothing." Yu Qi shook her head. "It seems we are already here for a long time. I guess I need to 

go back to my hotel." 

"Let me drop you." Qin Xia went to settle the bills. 

Yu Qi rejected his offer to drop her to the hotel but Qin Xia insisted. Yu Qi did not have any way to reject 

him, so, she just let him walked together with her. 

Arriving at the hotel, Yu Qi excused herself. Qin Xia nodded while looking at Yu Qi with a faint smile. 

"You are here." The lecturer said to Yu Qi when she saw Yu Qi came towards her. 

"Why are you here, Mrs Mo?" Yu Qi asked the lecturer. 

"We were about to call you for dinner. Where did you go just now?" Mrs Mo asked. 

"I was just walking around and saw an acquaintance. We talked a little bit." Yu Qi explained. 

"I see. So, do you want to go to dinner?" Mrs Mo looked at her watch. 

"Okay." Yu Qi nodded. Since Aoi was begging her to go. He was hungry even though he was eating just 

now. 

Others were already waiting for them. Yu Qi went to Ding Na An. 

One of the lecturers knew the way around the city. So, he recommended a restaurant for them to eat. 

They made the decision to taste local food around here. Yu Qi ordered some meat for her dog. 

"We meet again." Someone said. 

Others on the table looked at the source of the voice. Yu Qi too. Qin Xia stood with a smile looking at Yu 

Qi. The girls were looking at Qin Xia with some interest and sparkling eyes. 

"Oh, Mr Qin." Yu Qi greeted Qin Xia. "Are you also having dinner here?" 

"Yeah. My client wants me to taste some local food, so he brought me here." Qin Xia made a gesture 

showing his client. 



"I see." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Enjoy your food. I will excuse myself." Qin Xia nodded and went away while talking to his client. 

"You know him?" One of the lecturers asked Yu Qi. 

"He is one of my grandfather's acquaintance. So, I do know him and I met him this evening." Yu Qi told 

them. 

"I see." 

The topic was disturbed when the waitress came and the delivered the food. 

"Junior Tang, do you have his contact number?" The same third year student, An Shu Lin that spoke to 

Yu Qi when they checked in this afternoon. 

"I don't have his contact number." Yu Qi said. 

"Really? Or you are just telling a lie to us because you don't want me to have a talk with him?" An Shu 

Lin asked suspiciously. 

"Senior An, if you want his contact number, you can go and ask him by yourself." Yu Qi said and started 

to eat. 

An Shu Lin held back her anger. She was very jealous of this junior. Even though she was in a scandal last 

time, however, it was not true and the lecturers were satisfied with this girl's achievement. Not to 

mention, she was the granddaughter of the legendary doctor. 

The dinner was quite a feast. The lecturers ordered many foods. Two of the students were boys. So, 

others were the girls. The girls ate a little bit. Only Ding Na An and Yu Qi and another two boys ate a lot. 

Usually, Yu Qi eats a little, however, the food tasted very delicious so Yu Qi ended up a lot. 

"The food tastes delicious." Ding Na An said while going back to their hotel. 

"Yes. Indeed." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Woof." Aoi also gave his response regarding the food. 

"Oh, Aoi, you think the same?" Ding Na An looked down. 

"Woof." Aoi barked in response to Ding Na An's question. 

"He also likes eating. He is a gourmet." Yu Qi chuckled. 

..... 

The conference had started. There were a lot of individuals, companies, and laboratories involved in this 

conference. Three of the lecturers also participated in the conference. They wanted to present their 

own research. 

The lecturers allowed the students to walk around the venue. Ding Na An asked Yu Qi to look around 

with her. So they walked around. Since the pets were not allowed in the venue, Yu Qi left Aoi inside her 

hotel room. Yu Qi reminded Aoi to stay inside the room and ignore whoever was knocking the room. Aoi 



nodded understood. Yu Qi gave a lot of food to him for breakfast. So, he was quite full at the moment. 

So, he went back to sleep after Yu Qi left the hotel room. 

There were a lot of the research topics that were discussed. The booths set up with the poster of the 

research topic. The first booth that they went to look at was about the rare eye disease. Ding Na An was 

very interested in the topic since she had also written about it. 

Yu Qi also ended listening to the presenter. The presenter explained the disease and how the ways to 

treat it. Ding Na An asked a lot of questions to the presenter. The presenter was very surprised when 

Ding Na An first asked him the question. However, as the presenter, he did his very best to answer Ding 

Na An's question. 

When Ding Na An and Yu Qi were about to leave, the presenter called Ding Na An and asked her 

whether she was a medical student. Ding Na An nodded and she said she was going to be an 

ophthalmologist in the future. The presenter nodded. He advised Ding Na An to look around. There was 

a lot of research topics regarding the eyes. It might broaden Ding Na An's knowledge. Ding Na An 

thanked the presenter. 

Chapter 354 - 354: Grandpa Tang Arrived. 

The emcee of the conference went up to the stage. She started to talk. 

"Dear guests, please take a seat in front of the stage. We as the organizer have invited someone special 

to give you a talk. Please." The emcee invited the guests to sit on the chair prepared in front of the 

stage. 

"Na An, let's go." You Qi pushed Ding Na An to sit. 

"Okay." Ding Na An followed Yu Qi. 

"I wonder who will go to give a talk here. He or she must be well known." 

Yu Qi heard someone talking. 

"Of course. Otherwise, the organizer would not invite him." 

Ding Na An leaned over. "Who do you think?" 

Yu Qi shook her head. "I don't know. Probably a well-known doctor from this country." 

The guest filled the seats. The emcee once again went up to the stage with a smile. 

"Thank you for your cooperation. Without any waiting, we would like to welcome the famous doctor 

that specializes in both traditional and western medical knowledge, Professor Doctor Tang Jiang Man." 

The emcee announced. 

Ding Na An and Yu Qi looked at each other. They obviously surprised by this. 

"Yu Qi, you don't know about this?" Ding Na An asked. 

"No." Yu Qi answered. 

"I see. Well, let's hear about the lecture." Ding Na An said. 



Grandpa Tang gave the lecture about the roles of traditional medicine in primary health care. 

"Thank you for the organizer for inviting this old man to this medical conference. In the recent past, 

there has been a growing interest in Traditional medicine/Complementary and Alternative Medicine 

(TCAM) and their relevance to public health both in developed and developing countries. 

Diversity, flexibility, easy accessibility, broad continuing acceptance in developing countries and 

increasing popularity in developed countries, relatively low cost, low levels of technological input, 

relative low side effects and growing economic importance are some of the positive features of 

traditional medicine. 

In this context, there is a critical need to mainstream traditional medicine into public health care to 

achieve the objective of improved access to healthcare facilities. However, evidence suggests a disparity 

between personal choices the public make in terms of integration of different medical systems and the 

TCAM policy formulation and their implementation. According to WHO some of the major policy 

challenges include safety, efficacy, quality and rational use of traditional medicine." 

Grandpa Tang stopped for a moment. He adjusted his tone before starting talked again. 

" There is also new knowledge generated in the west and other developed countries with a mix of 

ancient and contemporary scientific knowledge such as phytomedicine, health supplements and 

macrobiotics among many others which are of relatively recent origin. There are other therapies such as 

reiki or shiatsu which are of 20th-century origin. 

Often some of these are also a blend of one or more of older medical knowledge systems. Some 

consider homoeopathy and chiropractic systems not as traditional medical systems as they were 

developed in Europe post 18th century after the introduction of modern medicine. Many other new 

forms of TCAM therapies can be grouped under this category. Since some of the new forms of 

alternative health knowledge are often guided by modern knowledge issues related to their acceptance 

may be different. 

In communicable diseases such as malaria, HIV, traditional medicine has proved its significance. The 

global incidence of malaria is around 300 million per year leading to mortality as high as 1.124 million 

and around 40% affected population have no access to the effective modern drug. Two of the major 

drugs used in malaria management such as quinine and artemisinin are derived from traditional medical 

knowledge in Peru and China respectively. 

Traditional medicine is an important source for several such potential drugs for contemporary 

applications in various infectious diseases. A recent survey showed that 78% of patients living with 

HIV/AIDS in the USA using CAM medicines similar patterns have been reported in many other developed 

and developing countries. 

A number of systematic studies on efficacy are slowly emerging suggesting antiretroviral, 

immunomodulatory and opportunistic infection reducing effects of traditional management methods." 

Grandpa Tang delivered the message of the importance of traditional medicine should not be buried. 

Grandpa Tang looks very excited while gave the audience the talk. 



After 1 hour talk, Grandpa Tang finished the lecturer. He had been escorted by the people to walk 

around to see the booths. The presenters that Grandpa Tang went at their booths were excited. They 

wanted Grandpa Tang to comment about their research. 

"Yu Qi, don't you want to go and meet your grandfather?" Ding Na An asked. 

"Well, Grandfather looks busy. I will meet him when he finishes his work." Yu Qi said. 

They looked around the booths. The medical conference surely worth his name. There was a lot of 

interesting research presented. 

"Yu Qi." 

Yu Qi heard her name had been called. She knew who was the owner of this voice. 

"My granddaughter." Grandpa Tang showed a childish expression that made everyone dumbfounded 

when they saw the legendary doctor who well respected, acting like this. 

"Yu Qi dear, why don't you come and greet me?" Grandpa Tang sulked. 

"I want to greet you but seeing you looking busy, I hold back." Yu Qi coaxed Grandpa Tang like a kid. 

Everyone that watched the scene felt like a mother coaxed her child and the child that very old. Some of 

them were about to laugh when watching this scene. 

"Sir, this is?" One of the organisers asked. 

The onlookers also wanted to know this beautiful girl. 

Grandpa Tang then showed a proud face. "This is my granddaughter. Tang Yu Qi." 

The one who knew Grandpa Tang believed that Grandpa Tang did not have a granddaughter. He only 

had three grandsons that also worked as a doctor at the Binhai Nation. 

Grandpa Tang knew that he would have this kind of reaction. However, he did not want to explain more 

about that. 

Chapter 355 - 355: Meeting Him 

"My granddaughter is also one of the future doctors." Grandpa Tang said. 

The onlookers nodded. Oh, that was why she was here too. 

"Where does your granddaughter study, sir?" 

"Starlight University." Grandpa Tang answered. 

"It is indeed a good choice of University." 

"Of course, my granddaughter is the best." Grandpa Tang showed a proud expression. 

"Grandfather." Yu Qi pulled Grandpa Tang's sleeve. 

Grandpa Tang understood Yu Qi's look. "My granddaughter has to go now. Yu Qi, you can go now." 



Yu Qi bowed and left the place with Ding Na An. 

"Your grandfather is indeed an interesting character." Ding Na An commented. 

"He is always like this when he is with me. But he is very strict when teaching me about the herbs." Yu Qi 

told Ding Na An. 

"I see. It is good to have a grandfather like him. Not like the one who only cares about wealth." Ding Na 

An gave a faint smile. 

Yu Qi did not respond to that. She knew Ding Na An thought about her own family. Ding Na An's father 

and grandfather cared a lot of their wealth. 

... 

Qin Xia looked at the girl who was talking to her friend for a while. Since she was here, he should use the 

chance to get closer to her. Thinking about the change, it made his legs stepped forward towards her. 

However, someone blocked Qin Xia. His eyes twitched while looking at the person. 

"Mr Qin, nice to meet you here." The man smiled looking at Qin Xia. Then he turned to the girl beside 

him. "Quickly greet Mr Qin here." 

The girl smiled while blushing when she caught the man's eyes looking down at her. "Mr Qin, hi, nice to 

meet you." 

Qin Xia did not respond to the two of them. He just looking at them with an unexplainable look. He 

turned to look at Yu Qi for several times to make sure that he did not lose her presence. 

"Mr Qin..." The man felt embarrassed when the man that he greeted did not respond back to him. 

"What do you want?" Qin Xia finally asked the man. 

"Actually, we would like to invite Mr Qin to have dinner with us." The man stated her actual reason to 

come and greet the man in front of him so, he could make some connection to this man. 

"Why do I need to have dinner with someone who is a stranger to me?" The only one sentence made 

the man that asked Qin Xia stunned. 

"I won't be dining with a stranger." Qin Xia totally refused the man. He made it clear that he would not 

accept the man's invitation anymore. Then, he walked away quickly. 

"Mr Qin, please wait." The girl wanted to grab Qin Xia's hand. 

Seeing this coming, Qin Xia swiftly avoided the girl, it made the girl fall on the floor. The girl screamed 

for pain. Her tears came out. She looked up to Qin Xia. Seeing this scene, people would think that the 

girl who fell on the floor was very pitiful. 

However, Qin Xia did not feel that same way. Qin Xia narrowed his eyes. He always countered this kind 

of scene. 

"My daughter, are you okay?" The man bent over and asked his daughter. 



"I'm okay, dad." The girl answered his father. 

Thinking about it, he made use of this scene, the man looked up to Qin Xia. "Mr Qin, you don't need to 

do this if you don't want to accept our invitation." He made sure people around him to hear this. 

Qin Xia started to smile. The smile made some women that looked at him felt like a love arrow struck 

into their heart. Even the girl that sat on the floor forgot the pain when seeing the smile. 

"I don't like when a bitch tries to touch me so I avoid it." Qin Xia said while smiling. 

When Qin Xia said the sentence, everyone stunned. Then someone started to laugh. When others heard 

the laugh, they started to laugh too. Everyone could understand what was Qin Xia tried to say. Qin Xia 

referred the girl that was on the floor was a bitch. 

When the girl caught the meaning of the sentence, she was embarrassed to death. She stood up and ran 

away from the scene. Seeing his daughter already ran away, the man quickly ran to catch up with his 

daughter. 

Qin Xia sneered. Stupid! Qin Xia turned to leave the place and started looking for Yu Qi. The girl was 

currently at one of the booths. She was listening to the presenter. He slipped silently to her side while 

pretending to listen to the explanation that presenter gave. He just wanted to look at her. 

When the presenter finished his explanation, the girl who he had been staring suddenly turned and 

looked at him. The girl was clearly stunned when she saw him beside her. Qin Xia smiled. 

"Hi." Qin Xia greeted the girl. 

"Oh, hi." Yu Qi greeted back. "Never thought I will actually meet you here." Yu Qi was very surprised to 

see him here. 

"I have already told you that I will be attending this conference too." Qin Xia reminded Yu Qi about that. 

Yu Qi remembered about that but she never thought he would be roaming around by himself. She 

thought he would be just showing his face for a moment and made his employees do the market survey 

about this. 

"Oh, Na An, this is Mr Qin." Yu Qi turned to Ding Na An and introduced Qin Xia to Ding Na An. 

"Mr Qin, this is my friend Ding Na An." Yu Qi introduced Ding Na An to Qin Xia. 

Ding Na An nodded acknowledging Qin Xia. Qin Xia also nodded. This was the second time that a girl 

responded normally, did not blushing after looking at his face. This girl really behaved like her friend 

over there. 

"Miss Tang, I would like to invite you to dinner tonight. Are you available?" Qin Xia. 

Yu Qi did not manage to reject it. Someone already responded on her behalf. 

"No. She is not." 

Chapter 356 - 356: Her Face...! 



Yu Qi turned towards the voice. Her eyes were staring at the person stupidly. She did not think she 

would end up seeing this person here. 

"She already has an appointment with me." The man came towards her and put his hand on Yu Qi's 

waist claiming her as his. The man showed a provocative smile to Qin Xia. 

"Surprised to see you here, Major General Long." Qin Xia also gave a smile. 

"I just happen to be here. And this is a coincidence to see you trying to get someone who does not 

belong to you." Long Hui stated. 

"Major General Long, you will actually scare that person and she will run away from you" Qin Xia 

mocked Long Hui. 

"I believe you will not succeed." Long Hui put an arrogant look on his face. 

Qin Xia knew he would be just wasting his time if he waited for Yu Qi's answer. He knew that the 

moment Yu Qi's eyes landed on Long Hui's figure, she would not accept his invitation. So, he left. 

Yeah, that man was Long Hui. Yu Qi was still staring at Long Hui. Long Hui smiled when he looked at Yu 

Qi's foolish staring. Long Hui placed his hand on Yu Qi's cheek. 

"Oh, you are a real person." Yu Qi claimed. 

"You think I'm an illusion?" Long Hui chuckled. 

"Yeah. I just could not believe myself. I just thought I'm seeing you because I probably miss you so 

much." Yu Qi smiled. 

Long Hui also smiled when hearing his beloved Qi Qi missed him. 

Ding Na An understood this couple wanted some private time. So she excused herself to look around. 

"I will go and look around. Take your time." Ding Na An left. 

"However, what are you doing here?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Escorting someone." Long Hui answered simply. 

"I see. Does the person have a high profile in our country?" Yu Qi asked more. 

"You know him." Long Hui smiled meaningfully. 

"I knew him?" Yu Qi's brain quickly in the process of remembering the high rank profile person she 

knew. 

She then made a guess. "Does your grandfather come here too?" The high profile person that she could 

remember was Long Hui's grandfather, Long Fei Yi. 

"No." Long Hui shook his head. "It is your grandfather." 

"What? You are escorting my grandfather? Is he a high profile person?" Yu Qi just could not believe 

herself. 



"Qi Qi, you really not know about your grandfather's influence, don't you?" Long Hui asked. 

Actually, Long Hui already knew that Yu Qi would be travelling to Fanghai Nation for this medical 

conference. He got to know from his spy in the university. The military issued some order that they 

would be escorting that famous in the medical conference. From that, he knew that would be Grandpa 

Tang. It was perfect for him. So, here he was. 

"To be honest, yeah. I don't. For me, he is just my grandfather who is crazy about the herbs." Yu Qi 

laughed. 

"What if your grandfather hear about this?" Long Hui smiled. 

"He might laugh off about it. Because it is the truth. He is indeed crazy about the herbs." Yu Qi chuckled. 

The couple was just chatting with each other. They did not care about anyone around them who were 

looking at them. 

"Look at that couple. They are really matched with each other." 

"I noticed that before this handsome man came, this girl had been talking with another handsome man." 

"Really, she must have dumped that another man because this one looks very very handsome." 

"What a bitch!" 

"You should not call someone like that. The other man maybe just her friend. This man can be her real 

boyfriend. You can see from the girl's behaviour. When she was with another man, she knew to keep the 

distance between her and that another man. Now look, we can see the girl's body language." 

The couple had been a public discussion topic. However, the couple did not know about that. Long Hui 

walked around with Yu Qi without any complaint. He just followed Yu Qi and waiting for her whenever 

she stopped and asked the presenter at the booths. 

They met Grandpa Tang while looking around. 

Grandpa Tang saw Long Hui stuck close to her granddaughter felt a little bit annoying. "Humph!" He 

made the sound when he was looking at Long Hui. After, he turned into a lovely grandfather when 

facing his granddaughter. 

"Do you learn something from this conference?" Grandpa Tang asked. 

"Of course. There is a lot of medical knowledge here." Yu Qi nodded. 

"I thought you would not pay any attention to the conference since he is here." Grandpa Tang glanced 

to Long Hui. 

"Of course not. He has just accompanied me." Yu Qi defended Long Hui. 

Long Hui smiled when he hearing his beloved Qi Qi defended him like that. 

"You...!" Grandpa Tang wanted to reply back but someone called his name. 

"Tang Jiang Man, long time no see." 



Grandpa Tang was being greeted by an old man. He might be of the same age as Grandpa Tang. 

Grandpa Tang turned and saw his old friend. "Oh, it is you. Long time no see." Grandpa Tang greeted the 

old man back. 

"I really don't think I will see you here. We had not seen each other for about 20 years, right?." The old 

man asked in a nostalgic look. 

"Yeah. It is already 20 years since we last met. I really did not realize that. Actually, I did not plan to 

come. However, it just happened that way." Grandpa Tang laughed. 

"You can still travel and has a strong body. It is great. I already could not travel so far." The old man 

made the comment. 

"Of course." Grandpa Tang made a proud look. 

"Grandfather, this is?" Yu Qi looked at her grandfather. 

The old man finally looked at the girl that had been standing beside his friend. He did not give a proper 

look at the girl since he was excited to see his old friend. When he laid his eyes on the girl, he was very 

shocked. 

'This face... This face... She is...' 

Chapter 357 - 357: Take A Picture 

'Her face really looks like that person.' The old man was staring at Yu Qi. 

"Why are you staring at my granddaughter like that?" Grandpa Tang asked the old man. 

The old man realized he was staring abnormally at the girl. 

"Oh, I'm sorry. Who is this young girl, Jiang Man?" The old man asked Grandpa Tang. 

Grandpa Tang introduced Yu Qi to the old man. "This is my granddaughter, Yu Qi." 

Then he turned to the old man. "This is my old friend, Wang San Yi. He is also a doctor." 

Yu Qi smiled and bowed. "Nice to meet you, Grandpa Wang." 

"Nice to meet you too." Wang San Yi said awkwardly. He turned to Grandpa Tang. "I don't know that you 

have a beautiful young granddaughter." 

Grandpa Tang made a proud look. "Of course, my granddaughter is the most beautiful girl." 

Wang San Yi looked at his watch. "I have something to do. Oh, before that, let's take a picture of us 

together. Tang Girl, come in together." Wang San Yi called Yu Qi to take pictures together. 

"I think it's better to take your picture together with grandfather." Yu Qi said. 

"I want to tell others that Jiang Man has a beautiful granddaughter. Without the picture, they might not 

believe me." Wang San Yi had to take a picture of Yu Qi. 



Wang San Yi particularly begged Yu Qi. After a few whiles, Yu Qi agreed to take a picture together with 

Grandpa Tang and Wang San Yi. Long Hui became their photographer. 

"Okay, see you again, Jiang Man, Tang Girl." Wang San Yi lifted his hand and left. 

"You know him for a long time ago?" Yu Qi asked Grandpa Tang. 

"Yeah, since I was very young and still learning about medicine." Grandpa Tang smiled recalled his 

memories with Wang San Yi. 

"Seems you have already met the Long Brat." Grandpa Tang glanced at Long Hui. 

"Yeah." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Tonight, tell your lecturers, we are having dinner together." Grandpa Tang suddenly told Yu Qi. 

"Together? All of them?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Yeah. It is my treat." Grandpa Tang nodded. 

"Okay." Yu Qi said. 

..... 

Yu Qi came out together with Aoi to the lobby. Since the hotel was nearby the location of the medical 

conference, there were a lot of people staying at the hotel. Grandpa Tang and Long Hui were staying at 

a different hotel because the hotel was already house full. 

It seemed that Yu Qi left her room a little earlier. She did not find someone that she knew. So, she 

leaned to the wall of the corner to wait for them. She did not realize that a group of men kept looking at 

her. 

Then someone from the group approached Yu Qi. Aoi sensed that an unknown man was approaching his 

master, so, he gave a warning to his master. 

'Master. Alert. Alert. Someone is approaching you.' Aoi sounded like an emergency situation operator. 

Hearing the warning issued by Aoi, Yu Qi looked around. Yeah, there was someone approaching her. 

Then the man stopped, not far from Yu Qi's standing. 

"Miss, are you alone? If you are alone, I want to invite and join us for dinner." The man smiled. It was 

obvious that he always did something like this. 

"No, I'm waiting for my friends and lecturers." Yu Qi rejected politely. 

"Then, let me change the word. I want you to join us for dinner, is that clear?" The man gave a 

dangerous smile right now. 

Yu Qi wanted to retort but someone already made his speech. 

"Are you sure you want to lose both of your legs after dinner?" 

The man turned back and saw a man also with a dangerous smile. He never thought one day he would 

know about the fear. The man behind him really could install the fear into his body. 



"Brother Hui, you are here." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Still not going?" Long Hui glared to the man. 

Hearing that, the man ran away. He was looking for his friends. None of them was here. Meaning they 

already left him alone. 

"You are like a hero who saved a damsel in distress." Yu Qi commented. 

"I will always try to save you as I much I can." Long Hui looked into Yu Qi's eyes. 

Right now, none of the people here in their world. Only two of them. 

"Ahem... Ahem... Two of you... Stop flirting with each other." Grandpa Tang reminded them that they 

were in the lobby. 

Yu Qi was blushing. Meanwhile, Long Hui kept his cool. Then after fifteen minutes later, all of the 

students and lecturers from Yu Qi's university gathered. 

Mrs Mo, the lecturer went to Grandpa Tang and said thank for inviting them for dinner. Dinner with the 

legendary doctor like Grandpa Tang was an honour for them. 

They went to a luxury restaurant. Yesterday's restaurant could not win against this restaurant. It was a 

five star restaurant. 

"You can choose whatever you want but you need to finish the food. Don't be greedy." Grandpa Tang 

said after they sat down in the private room. 

They started to browse the menu book. They chose the food that they wanted to eat but they 

remembered to control themselves as they recalled Grandpa Tang's word. 

Firstly, Yu Qi wanted to settle the food for Aoi. She opened the book and let Aoi chose his food himself. 

He put the paw on the pictures of food he wanted to eat. 

"Enough. You can't have that much in one go." Yu Qi stopped Aoi. 

Aoi sulked. 

"If you sulked again, I will not order for you." Yu Qi said. 

'Master, don't. I will not sulk again. Please order the food for me.' Aoi made an attack with his cute face. 

Yu Qi laughed. " Okay. Don't worry. I will order them for you. You glutton." 

Long Hui that sat beside his beloved Qi Qi smiled when he saw this scene. His beloved Qi Qi really loved 

this dog. 

Chapter 358 - 358: Thank Grandpa Tang 

The food arrived in their room. Everyone waited for Grandpa Tang to start eating since he was an elder 

in the group. 

"Let's eat." Grandpa Tang signalled them to eat. 



They started eating. The food was very delicious. Yu Qu acknowledged the food was very delicious. Aoi 

was eating again and again. 

Yu Qi excused herself to go to the ladies. Long Hui wanted to accompany her but Yu Qi rejected him. She 

did not think that someone would be doing something to her. 

"I really envy Yu Qi. She has a good brain for studying. She has a rich family and a handsome boyfriend. I 

wonder what had she done in her past life to get something like this?" 

Yu Qi stopped to open the ladies' door when she heard someone was talking about her. The 

conversation still continued. 

"Yeah. I bet she had saved the king." 

Then they opened the door from inside. They were stunned when they saw that Yu Qi was standing right 

in front of the door. Their expression became awkward. They were An Shu Lin and her friend. 

"You want to know what had I done in my past life? Then let me entertain you." Yu Qi paused before 

continued. 

"In my past life, I was betrayed by two people whom I had truly trusted. They killed me in a vicious way. 

They had cut my arms and legs by a machine while I was watching them cutting my arms and legs. Then 

they told me that they had already fed my grandfather a poison a long time ago so he would be a corpse 

sooner or later. After that, they dumped me in a jungle full of beasts and left me there to die." Yu Qi told 

them the truth. 

The two of them were stunned by hearing Yu Qi's story. Yu Qi then ignored them and went into the 

toilet. Yu Qi stood in front of the mirror and looked up in the mirror. Yeah, it was the truth. She could 

not forget her past life. 

Yu Qi returned to the room. Everyone was talking to each other. An Shu Lin and her friend watched Yu 

Qi came in. Coincidently, Yu Qi also looked at them. They flushed and turned around and started talking 

about something else. 

Aoi suspected something had just happened to his master. Her master's mind was unstable. Using his 

paw, he patted Yu Qi's leg. Yu Qi looked down to Aoi. 

'What is this, Aoi?" 

'Master, what happened to you?' 

'What do you mean by that?' 

'Your face. Your face tells me something just happened.' 

'Don't worry. I'm fine.' 

'Okay.' 

Aoi did not want to force his master to tell him. His master would tell him if she wanted to tell him. 



Long Hui entered the room. It seemed that he also went to the toilet. When he sat together, his hand 

grabbed Yu Qi's hand. Yu Qi was surprised and looked at Long Hui as her eyes asked what was going on. 

After a few minutes, Long Hui released Yu Qi's hand. 

"I just want to hold your hand." Long Hui whispered to Yu Qi's ear. 

The dinner was over after 2 hours. The lecturers and other students thanked Grandpa Tang for the 

dinner. Grandpa Tang waved his hand and signalled it was nothing. The lecturers and other students 

requested to go back to their hotel. 

Yu Qi did not leave yet. She wanted to accompany her grandfather to his hotel. Although Grandpa Tang 

denied her asking her to go back to her hotel, she still did not listen to Grandpa Tang. 

"Don't worry, Elder Tang. I will send her back later." Long Hui said. 

There was no way that he would let her go back to her hotel on her own. 

"Of course. You will send her." Grandpa Tang said. 

"How come you attend this conference, Grandfather? When have I told you that I'm going to the 

conference, why have you not told me that you are going too?" Yu Qi asked her grandfather the 

question that she wanted to ask earlier. 

"Because I don't plan to go to this conference in the first place." Grandpa Tang told Yu Qi. 

"Huh?" 

"I have been invited to give a speech at this conference. At first, I want to reject them. But, when you 

have told me that you will also be going to this conference, I decided to go." Grandpa Tang explained. 

"I see." Yu Qi nodded. 

"But I never thought that I'm going to this conference will create big news. The government wanted 

someone from the military to escort me here. I wanted to reject but your uncles and aunties forced me 

to agree with that condition if I wanted to come here. So, that is why this brat and his friends ended up 

escorting me here. But I don't understand why does this brat want this job." Grandpa Tang explained 

more about it. 

Yu Qi smiled. She probably knew about that. Long Hui probably knew that she was going to the 

conference and grabbed the chance to come here and have a meeting with her. She chuckled and 

looked back at Long Hui who walked a step behind her. 

"I'm happy that you come here, Grandfather." Yu Qi hugged Grandpa Tang's arm. 

Because her grandfather wanted to come here, she got a chance to meet with Long Hui. Grandpa Tang 

smiled when he watched Yu Qi's behaviour. 

Long Hui saw this scene and unconsciously smiled. He thanked Grandpa Tang. Because of him, he got an 

excuse to come here and saw his beloved Qi Qi. They arrived at the hotel. 

"We have already arrived. You must go back now. It is getting late." Grandpa Tang waved his hand 

telling Yu Qi to go. 



"Two of you, pay attention to your surroundings." Long Hui gave orders to the other soldiers who were 

together with him. 

"Yes, Sir." The two of them saluted Long Hui and followed Grandpa Tang in. 

Chapter 359 - 359: Romantic Night 

After Grandpa Tang was gone from their sight, Yu Qi turned to Long Hui. Long Hui grabbed Yu Qi's hand. 

"It is slightly cold. Let me warm your hand." Long Hui said. 

Yu Qi smiled. Not only her hand was warm, but her heart was also getting warm. She came closer to 

Long Hui. 

"You know what, Grandfather just told me that he was forced to agree to have the escorts." Yu Qi said. 

"Yeah. Your family insisted. Otherwise, they would not let him come here." Long Hui walked as he 

enjoyed the walking with his beloved Qi Qi. 

"And you coincidently became his escort?" Yu Qi chuckled. 

"Qi Qi, this is not a coincidence. I used my power to become his escort to come here and meet with 

you." Long Hui grinned while telling her the truth. He knew Yu Qi would have guessed it. 

"You are being honest. I like it." Yu Qi laughed. 

"I will always be honest with you." Long Hui kissed her hand that he was holding. 

Yu Qi knew Long Hui from the start, she always felt honesty in his feelings. She was thankful to him for 

giving her a chance to feel this love. 

"I love you." Yu Qi suddenly confessed her feeling. 

Long Hui stunned and he stopped walking. Yu Qi also stopped walking because Long Hui held his hand. 

"Qi Qi, you just can't say something like this all of a sudden." Long Hui grinded his teeth. 

His urge to kiss his beloved Qi Qi emerged. Long Hui ignored other people and pulled Yu Qi into his 

embrace. He placed his hand on Yu Qi's cheek and caressed it. Then he leaned over and gave his beloved 

Qi Qi a passionate kiss. 

Yu Qi who received the kiss already had forgotten where they were. She missed Long Hui so much. So, 

she let Long Hui kiss her as much as he wanted because she also wanted to kiss him too. 

Sensing his beloved Qi Qi did not resist his kiss, he deepened the kiss. His tongue played around her 

tongue. 

Yu Qi m.o.a.ned. Long Hui stopped the kiss. Yu Qi frowned when Long Hui pulled over so suddenly. 

Long Hui leaned over to her ear. "Sorry, I have lost control of myself. We can't do this here." 

The reason why Long Hui stopped the kiss was the people around them. There were a lot of people who 

were currently watching them. He did not want people especially men to see and hear Yu Qi's face and 

her m.o.a.n. 



Yu Qi snapped. She realized they were on the road. Yu Qi was so embarrassed. Long Hui understood 

that, so he quietly pulled Yu Qi and left that place. 

They arrived at Yu Qi's hotel. Long Hui wanted to send Yu Qi up to her room. Aoi looked at his master. 

'Master, I will wander around.' Aoi ran away after saying something like this. 

Yu Qi was dumbfounded. Was Aoi giving his way to Long Hui? 

"Where does he want to go?" Long Hui asked. 

"A walk." Yu Qi lied. How could she tell Long Hui about her dog's consideration? Long Hui might think 

she was crazy. 

They entered Yu Qi's room. Long Hui sat on the bed. 

"Do you want to have something?" Yu Qi opened the refrigerator. 

"Oh, yeah." Long Hui answered. 

Actually, Long Hui wanted to have something else. However, he did not want Yu Qi to freak out. So, he 

just played along with Yu Qi. Yu Qi sat beside Long Hui and gave him a drink can. 

"Is it okay to leave your duty?" Yu Qi asked about his job about escorting her grandfather. 

"Just dont worry. The two men are my direct subordinates. They can handle it. Your grandfather also 

wants me to send you back." Long Hui said. 

"I see." Yu Qi understood. 

When she was about to turn and look at Long Hui, she saw Long Hui had already leaned over and caught 

her lips. Once again, Long Hui kissed her. The kiss was very aggressive but passionate. 

Bump! Yu Qi fell onto the bed while Long Hui was still kissing her. She already lost her strength and 

m.o.a.ned. 

Long Hui heard the m.o.a.n and stopped kissing Yu Qi. He looked at Yu Qi's expression. Yeah, it was the 

expression that he did not want to show to others. Only he could see this. 

"Qi Qi, I love you." After saying that phrase, Long Hui kissed Yu Qi again. 

This time, not only her lips had been kissed by Long Hui. Long Hui also attacked her ears. He knew that 

her ears were one of the most sensitive parts of her body. He kissed and licked her ears. 

Yu Qi could not help but tremble when she sensed Long Hui's lips which licking her ears. She started to 

m.o.a.n. 

Then, Long Hui went down to her white neck. Her white neck was very beautiful. He kissed her white 

neck many times. He wanted to mark his beloved Qi Qi but he could not. He did not want his beloved Qi 

Qi to be embarrassed on the next day. Her hand clutched Long Hui's hair. 

Yu Qi m.o.a.ned more and more. Her breath became faster and faster. When she felt Long Hui wanted 

to get up, she released Long Hui's hair. 



Long Hui knew his way. He steadily opened the buttons of Yu Qi's blouse. Then he looked at the woman 

beneath him. His beloved Qi Qi looked very enhancing with her blue undergarment along with her slight 

blushing face. 

Chapter 360 - 360: Spend Time Together. 

"You are very beautiful, Qi Qi." Long Hui started to kiss Yu Qi's chest. 

His hand opened the hook of Yu Qi's undergarment with skills. His beloved Qi Qi's melons popped out. 

Yu Qi shivered when she felt her b.r.e.a.s.ts were had been fully shown to Long Hui's sight. She tried to 

block Long Hui's sight by putting her hands on her b.r.e.a.s.ts. 

"Don't try to block it, Qi Qi. Let me see them." 

However, Long Hui did not allow her to do so. Long Hui held Yu Qi's hands and had a taste of her 

b.r.e.a.s.t. 

"Don't..." Yu Qi wanted to protest but she could only make a small protest. 

Long Hui began to play with her b.r.e.a.s.ts. 

"Ah... Ah..." Only that word came out from his beloved Qi Qi's mouth. 

Long Hui's tongue was on her left b.r.e.a.s.t. He was licking Yu Qi's n.i.p.p.l.e while his right hand was 

playing with Yu Qi's right b.r.e.a.s.t. 

The more Long Hui played with Yu Qi's b.r.e.a.s.t, the more Yu Qi m.o.a.ned. 

"Qi Qi, I just don't have enough of you. You are very beautiful and tasty." Long Hui said the sentence 

e.r.o.t.i.cally. 

"Ah... Ah... Brother Hui... Ah...." Yu Qi barely said anything. 

Then Yu Qi screamed loudly. She orgasmed. Then she breathed tiredly. 

Long Hui kissed Yu Qi's lips. 

"Tired?" 

"Hmm..." Yu Qi answered. 

Long Hui lifted Yu Qi and corrected her position in the bed. Then he buttoned up Yu Qi's blouse before 

putting the duvet on her body. He also laid down beside Yu Qi and hugged her. 

Yu Qi felt warmth. She sneaked closer into Long Hui's hug and rested her head close to Long Hui's chest. 

Long Hui smiled when he watched Yu Qi behaved like this. 

"Long Hui, I love you." Yu Qi said while she was half sleeping. 

Long Hui was stunned. Yu Qi was the type of woman who found it difficult to express her feelings 

through words. So, she caught Long Hui's attention when saying something like this even though she 

was half sleeping. 



"Sleep, my beloved Qi Qi." Long Hui kissed Yu Qi's forehead and coaxed her to sleep. 

... 

Sensing the light on her eyes, Yu Qi opened her eyes. The sunlight shined between the curtains. It was 

already 7.30 a.m. in the morning when she looked at the watch. Yu Qi stood and looked around the 

room looking for Long Hui's presence. She was disappointed when she did not see Long Hui around. 

Then she found the note that left by Long Hui. The note stated that he was back to his hotel. They would 

meet again at today's conference. 

'Aoi, where are you?' Yu Qi tried to call Aoi through telepathy. 

'Master, finally... Are you alone right now?' Aoi answered her call. 

'Yeah. Where are you?' Yu Qi wanted to know. 

'I'm on the rooftop. I will come down right now.' Aoi already started to run, to go down. 

'Okay. I will refresh and we will have breakfast.' 

'Yes!' 

Yu Qi chuckled. Aoi would forget everything when she mentioned about wanting to feed him. 

Yu Qi got ready. When she was about to change her clothes, she heard Aoi telling her that he was in 

front of her room. Yu Qi told him to wait as she was changing her clothes. After changing her clothes, Yu 

Qi opened the door. 

'Master.' Aoi called. 'I was trying to call you last night. But you did not answer it.' Aoi complained. 

'Sorry.' Yu Qi said. She fell asleep after doing those things with Long Hui. 

'I will forgive you if you give me a delicious breakfast.' Aoi compromised. 

'Okay, my dear. Let's go.' 

They went to the restaurant inside the hotel. She could see Ding Na An was eating alone. She also could 

see the other female students of her university sat on one table. Yu Qi went to choose the food for her 

and of course, she did not forget about Aoi. Then she approached Ding Na An. 

"Good morning, Na An." Yu Qi greeted Ding Na An. 

"Morning." Ding Na An replied back to Yu Qi. 

"Why don't you go and eat with them?" Yu Qi pointed to the table where the other female students of 

her university sat. 

"I just don't want to lose my appetite." Ding Na An said. 

"Huh? What happened?" Yu Qi inquiried. 

"They just like to gossip. I don't like that. So, I'm sitting here alone." Ding Na An explained. 

"I see." Yu Qi did not want to talk about that topic again. 



"Your grandfather will still attend the conference today?" Ding Na An asked another topic. 

"Yes. Probably. He maybe stays until the conference end." Yu Qi started to eat her food. Aoi already 

finished gulping his food. He laid down at Yu Qi's feet waiting for his master to finish her food. 

Ding Na An opened the brochure for the conference. She looked at the section that topic research that 

been presented at the conference. Everyone could see all the research on the brochure. On Ding Na An 

brochure, she already marked some of the topic research that she already went yesterday. 

"Have you marked the booths which you want to see today?" Yu Qi asked Ding Na An. 

"Yeah." Ding Na An circled the topic research that she wanted to see. 

"Let's go together." Yu Qi said. 

"But your boyfriend..." Ding Na An did not want to be a third wheel. 

"Don't worry. Just ignore him when the time comes." Yu Qi said. 

Long Hui should guard her grandfather. He might not be with her today. He had just met with her and 

left her after a while. Also, it was his job. She did not want to disturb his work. 

Actually, deep in her heart, she was very embarrassed to see Long Hui after doing that thing with Long 

Hui yesterday. 

 


